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RED=Research Institution’s Definition; X=unofficial definition 

(Fanelli 2010, in: Promoting Research Integrity on a Global Basis)

Definitions of misconduct are flourishing



(Resnik et al. 2014, Accountability in Research)

National misconduct policies in 2014



National definitions of misconduct: 
included behaviours

(Fanelli 2010, in “Promoting Research Integrity in a Global Environment” )



National definitions of misconduct: 
intentionality of behaviours

(Fanelli 2010, in “Promoting Research Integrity in a Global Environment” )
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WHY THIS DIVERSITY?

Promo ng	other	causes,	higher	
values	

Protec ng	the	
scien fic	record	

Promo ng	
RCR	-	
educa on	

Hold	
accountable		

Enforce	rules	of	conduct	

(Fanelli 2010, in: Promoting Research Integrity on a Global Basis)



Do these policies work?



Empirical evidence from retractions



(Fanelli, Costas & Larivière 2015, PLoS ONE)

Matched-control analysis of 
retractions (mostly bad) and corrections (m. good)

(611, 2226, plus 2 controls each)



Number of retractions per retracted author,

• 60% more retractions per retracted author, if working 
in a country with a misconduct policy.

• misconduct policy better investigations and actions  

(Fanelli, Costas & Larivière 2015, PLoS ONE)

(b=0.63±0.18, P<0.001)



(Bik et al. 2016, mBio)

papers with image manipulations identified by manual 
inspection of 20,621 papers with “Western blot”

Analysis of papers with duplicated image



(Fanelli, et al. in prep.)

Matched-control analysis of 

papers with duplicated images 
(N=264 questionable manipulations, 2 controls each)

• national misconduct policy ~lower misconduct



Benefits of misconduct policies?
• fewer retractions and fewer image duplications
• more retractions per caught individual
• a little more corrections to the literature
• Suggest that:

– allow thorough investigations
– more thorough cleaning of the literature
– deterring effect on misconduct?
– inspiring research integrity?

• cause-effect are difficult to prove, but
– expression of greater attention (integrity) of a scientific community

Promo ng	other	causes,	higher	
values	

Protec ng	the	
scien fic	record	

Promo ng	
RCR	-	
educa on	

Hold	
accountable		

Enforce	rules	of	conduct	



Challenge:
Where to draw the line?

• falsification: practices that “deviate from accepted 
standards”
– standards vary field’s level of consensus, & over time!

• “questionable” research practices
– “questionable” for whom?

“ideal” Unconscious bias Conscious bias FalsificationSloppy Fabrication
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Just publish what you did!?
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Redefine misconduct as 
distorted reporting
To make misconduct more difficult, the scientific community should ensure 

that it is impossible to lie by omission, argues Daniele Fanelli.

A
gainst an epidemic of false, biased and falsified findings, the 
scientific community’s defences are weak. Only the most 
egregious cases of misconduct are discovered and punished. 

Subtler forms slip through the net, and there is no protection from 
publication bias. 

Delegates from around the world will discuss solutions to these 
problems at the 3rd World Conference on Research Integrity 
(wcri2013.org) in Montreal, Canada, on 5–8 May. Common propos-
als, debated in Nature and elsewhere, include improving mentorship 
and training, publishing negative results, reducing the pressure to 
publish, pre-registering studies, teaching ethics and ensuring harsh 
punishments.

These are important but they overestimate the benefits of correct-
ing scientists’ minds. We often forget that scientific knowledge is 
reliable not because scientists are more clever, 
objective or honest than other people, but 
because their claims are exposed to criticism 
and replication. 

The key to protecting science, therefore, is to 
strengthen self-correction. Publication, peer-
review and misconduct investigations should 
focus less on what scientists do, and more on 
what they communicate. 

What is wrong with current approaches? By 
defining misconduct in terms of behaviours, as 
all countries do at present, we have to rely on 
whistle-blowers to discover it, unless the fabrica-
tion is so obvious as to be apparent from papers. 
It is rare for misconduct to have witnesses; and 
surveys suggest that when people do know about 
a colleagues’ misbehaviour, they rarely report it. Investigators, then, 
face the arduous task of reconstructing what a scientist did, establish-
ing that the behaviour deviated from accepted practices and determin-
ing whether such deviation expressed an intention to deceive. Only 
the most clear-cut cases are ever exposed. 

Take the scandal of Diederik Stapel, the Dutch star psychologist 
who last year was revealed to have been fabricating papers for almost 
20 years. How was this possible? First, Stapel insisted on collecting 
data by himself, which kept away potential whistle-blowers. Second, 
researchers had no incentive to replicate his experiments, and when 
they did, they lacked sufficient information to explain discrepancies. 
This was mainly because, third, Stapel was free to omit from papers 
details that would have revealed lies and statistical flaws.

In tackling these issues, a good start would be to redefine miscon-
duct as distorted reporting: ‘any omission or 
misrepresentation of the information necessary 
and sufficient to evaluate the validity and signifi-
cance of research, at the level appropriate to the 
context in which the research is communicated’.

Some might consider this too broad. But it is no more so than 
the definition of falsification used by the US Office of Science and 
Technology Policy: “manipulating research materials, equipment, 
or processes, or changing or omitting data or results such that the 
research is not accurately represented in the research record”. Unlike 
this definition, however, mine points unambiguously to misconduct 
whenever there is a mismatch between what was reported and what 
was done. 

Authors should be held accountable for what they write, and for 
recording what they did. But who decides what information is neces-
sary and sufficient? That would be experts in each field, who should 
prepare and update guidelines. This might seem daunting, but such 
guidelines are already being published for many biomedical tech-
niques, thanks to initiatives such as the EQUATOR Network (equa-

tor-network.org) or Minimum Information for 
Biological and Biomedical Investigations (mibbi.
sourceforge.net). 

The main task of journal editors and referees 
would then be to ensure that researchers comply 
with reporting requirements. They would point 
authors to the appropriate guidelines, perhaps 
before the study had started, and make sure that 
all the requisite details were included. If authors 
refused or were unable to comply, their paper (or 
grant application or talk) would be rejected. The 
publication would indicate which set or sets of 
guidelines were followed. 

By focusing on reporting practices, the com-
munity would respect scientific autonomy but 
impose fairness. A scientist should be free to 

decide, for example, that ‘fishing’ for statistical significance is nec-
essary. However, guidelines would require a list of every test used, 
allowing others to infer the risk of false positives.

Carefully crafted guidelines could make fabrication and plagia-
rism more difficult, by requiring the publication of verifiable details. 
And they could help to uncover questionable practices such as ghost 
authorship, exploiting subordinates, post hoc hypotheses or drop-
ping outliers.  

Graduate students could, in addition to learning the guidelines, 
train by replicating published studies. Special research funds could 
be reserved for independent replications of unchallenged claims.

The current defence against misconduct is prepared for the 
wrong sort of attack: the community tries to regulate research like 
any other profession, but it is different. The reliability of scientific 
‘products’ is ensured not by individual practice, but by collective 
dialogue. ■

Daniele Fanelli is a research fellow at the University of Edinburgh, UK.
e-mail: dfanelli@exseed.ed.ac.uk
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(Fanelli 2013, Nature)

“‘any omission or misrepresentation of the information necessary and 
sufficient to evaluate the validity and significance of research, at the 
level appropriate to the context in which the research is communicated’.



Don’t even tell us what you did!

Set up a ‘self- retraction’ 
system for honest errors
Notices should make obvious whether a withdrawal of research is the result 

of misconduct or a genuine mistake, says Daniele Fanelli.

S
elf-correction in science has never been so popular and yet so 
unrewarded. New technologies and a culture of sharing, transpar-
ency and public criticism offer an unprecedented opportunity to 

purge the scientific record of false claims. But retracting those published 
claims remains a rare and painful process. There are powerful incentives 
not to do so, for all involved, from universities and scientists to publish-
ers. Retractions still unwittingly punish all who take part. To get the 
most from self-correction, we must turn blame into praise. 

Retractions are a recent tool. The first retraction note recorded in 
databases was written in 1966 by the authors of a paper on nuclear 
RNA synthesis. It was an excellent start, but up until ten years ago, 
retractions were extremely rare, and less than one-fifth of journals had 
a retraction policy. Today, that proportion has tripled, and retractions 
are nearing 600 per year.

However, retractions reliably ascribed to 
honest error account for less than 20% of the 
total, and are often a source of dispute among 
authors and a legal headache for journal editors. 
The recalcitrance of scientists asked to retract 
work is not surprising. Even when they are 
honest and proactive, they have much to lose: a 
paper, their time and perhaps their reputation.

Much reluctance to retract errors would be 
avoided if we could easily distinguish between 
‘good’ and ‘bad’ retractions. In our research on 
misconduct, my colleagues and I informally 
use terms such as ‘honest retraction’. However, 
these carry a judgement inappropriate for formal 
notices. Using a more neutral term such as ‘with-
drawal’ could solve that, but it is probably too late 
to impose a new word on the scientific system.

A more realistic solution is to mimic the way in which bibliometrics 
researchers use the term self-citation. Superficially, citations all look 
the same, and are classified as such in databases. However, citations 
that authors direct at their own work are a self-evident subcategory, 
which is easily and objectively marked out in any analysis. We can do 
the same with retractions.

Simply, we should define a self-retraction as any retraction notice that 
is signed by all co-authors. This is a natural category, which academics, 
administrators, policymakers and journalists could use unambiguously. 
Already, retractions resulting from honest error are typically signed 
by all authors (and most journals require this to avoid legal disputes). 
Conversely, authors responsible for misconduct add their names to 
retraction notes only rarely.

To remove ambiguities, journal policies should 
allow authors to sign only retractions that the 
researchers have solicited spontaneously, because 
of a documentable flaw. In all other cases, retrac-
tion notes should not be signed — at least not by 

the authors recognized as responsible for misconduct.
As long as retraction notes includes in the title a list of all the original 

authors, as they often already do, their status will be self-evident. If 
an adjudication of misconduct is disputed in court, as is increasingly 
the case, then journals could keep the retraction on hold and issue an 
ordinary expression of concern until the matter is settled.

Self-retractions should be considered legitimate publications that sci-
entists would treat as evidence of integrity. Self-retractions from pres-
tigious journals would be valued more highly, because they imply that a 
higher sacrifice was paid for the common good. Scientists who commit-
ted misconduct would be unable to benefit. Their co-authors — culpable 
for unwittingly overlooking a fraud — could display their retractions if 
they wished, but would be unable to claim them as true self-retractions.

Some may argue that such a policy would 
prompt dishonest researchers to pre-emptively 
request a retraction, and thereby earn undue 
praise while sneakily avoiding a future allega-
tion. This is unlikely to be a real problem. Self-
retractions would need to be justified by the 
authors, who would have to provide evidence of 
the honesty of the mistake. Even if authors fabri-
cated such evidence to conceal a fraud, they could 
never get away with self-retracting multiple mis-
deeds. Signing one or two self-retractions may be 
a badge of honour, but producing many would 
raise obvious suspicions and mark an author’s 
work as unreliable. Researchers who repeatedly 
published and self-retracted would be the object 
not of praise, but of ridicule.

Thus, in the worst-case scenario, it would be 
only authors who have falsified one or two papers 

who might benefit from dishonestly self-retracting. Should that be con-
sidered a problem? Scientists who remove their flawed work from the 
literature are sparing the community wasted research and the costs of 
misconduct investigations. It is in everybody’s interest to encourage 
them to do so, irrespective of their motivations.

Punishment is a means to an end. If praise and reward yield better 
results, we should enforce them and wish for nothing more. Our 
common mission is to keep the literature truthful and reliable, and to 
accomplish that we should be pragmatic, not moralistic. It would not 
be unholy to grant a year of ‘scientific jubilee’, during which journal 
editors allowed authors to self-retract papers, no questions asked. The 
literature would be purged, repentant scientists would be rewarded, 
and those who had sinned, blessed with a second chance, would avoid 
future temptation. ■

Daniele Fanelli is senior research scientist at the Meta-Research 
Innovation Centre at Stanford University, California.
e-mail: email@danielefanelli.com
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“Punishment is a means to an end. If praise and reward yield better
results, we should enforce them and wish for nothing more. Our common 
mission is to keep the literature truthful and reliable, and to accomplish that we 
should be pragmatic, not moralistic. It would not be unholy to grant a year of 
‘scientific jubilee’, during which journal editors allowed authors to self-retract 
papers, no questions asked.”

(Fanelli 2016, Nature)



Drafting the RI guidelines for CNR



Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche
• Government institution, founded in 1923 for the 

conduction, promotion and valorization of scientific
research

• Largest research organization in Italy
• Seven departments and 106 research institutes
• All disciplines

Commissione per l’etica e la bioetica
• Independent entity supporting CNR’s presidency

– representatives of academia (science, law, philosophy, 
ethics) as well as political institutions, media and industry

• Amongst its functions, advisory body on matters of:
– Ethics and bioethics – Ethical clearance of CNR projects
– Cases of research misconduct, as an external, technical

examiner



L’applicazione	dei	principi	e	dei	valori	e	 il	
rispetto	 della	 deontologia	 e	 degli	 standard	
professionali	sono	garanzia	della	qualità	stessa	
della	ricerca	e	contribuiscono	ad	accrescere	la	
reputazione	 e	 l’immagine	 pubblica	 della	
scienza,	con	importanti	ricadute	sullo	sviluppo	
della	stessa	e	sulla	società.	
Fondamentali	per	l’integrità	nella	ricerca1	sono	
i	seguenti	principi:		

1. Dignità	
2. Responsabilità	
3. Equità	
4. Correttezza	
5. Diligenza.	

	
Questi	principi	racchiudono,	ineriscono	o	sono	
correlati	ad	altri	principi	e	valori	etici,	quali	in	
primo	luogo:	la	libertà	di	ricerca	scientifica;	
l’onore	e	la	reputazione	delle	persone	e	la	
lealtà	 verso	 gli	 altri	 e	 verso	 le	 istituzioni;	
l’onestà,	il	rigore,	l’affidabilità	e	l’obiettività	
nella	conduzione	della	stessa;	l’indipendenza	di	
giudizio,	la	trasparenza,	l’atteggiamento	aperto	
ed	equanime,	la	valorizzazione	del	merito,	la	
reciprocità	 e	 la	 cooperazione	 con	 gli	 altri	
nell’adempimento	 dei	 propri	 compiti;	
l’imparzialità,	 la	 pertinenza,	 la	 vigilanza	
coscienziosa	 e	 l’efficienza	 nell’utilizzazione	
delle	risorse;	la	responsabilità	sociale	e	quella	
verso	le	generazioni	future,	compresi	i	doveri	di	
tutela	verso	gli	animali	e	in	generale	verso	la	
biosfera.	

application	of	principles	and	values	and	respect	
for	 professional	 ethics	 and	 standards	 are	
guarantees	of	the	quality	of	the	research	and	
contribute	to	growing	the	reputation	and	public	
image	of	science	with	important	consequences	
for	its	development	and	for	society.	
	
The	following	principles	are	fundamental	to	
Research	Integrity:	
1.	 Dignity,	
2.	 Responsibility,	
3.	 Fairness,	
4.	 Correctness,	
5.	 Diligence.	
	
These	 principles	 are	 inherent	 to	 and	 are	
interrelated	with	other	principles	and	ethical	
values	 including:	 the	 freedom	 of	 scientific	
research;	the	honour	and	reputation	of	persons	
and	their	loyalty	towards	others	and	towards	
their	institutions;	the	honesty,	rigour,	reliability	
and	objectivity	of	research;	independence	of	
judgement,	 transparency,	 openness,	 the	
reward	of	merit,	reciprocity	and	cooperation	
with	 others	 in	 carrying	 out	 their	 work;	
impartiality,	pertinence,	conscientious	vigilance	
and	efficiency	in	the	utilisation	of	resources,	
social	responsibility	and	responsibility	towards	
future	generations	including	the	obligation	to	
protect	animals	and	the	biosphere	in	general.	

APPLICAZIONE	DEI	PRINCIPI	
FONDAMENTALI	

APPLICATION	OF	FUNDAMENTAL	

PRINCIPLES	

I	principi	fondamentali	di	integrità	nella	ricerca	
trovano	applicazione	in	tutte	le	fasi	che	la	
riguardano,	 ovvero	 nella	 progettazione,	
pianificazione	e	svolgimento	della	stessa,	nella	
pubblicazione	e	diffusione	dei	risultati,	nella	
valutazione	 di	 persone,	 progetti	 e	
pubblicazioni,	nei	rapporti	con	i	colleghi,	con	le	
istituzioni	di	afferenza	e	con	 le	agenzie	di	

The	 fundamental	 principles	 of	 research	
integrity	find	application	 in	every	phase	of	
research,	which	is	to	say:	in	its	design,	planning	
and	 development,	 in	 the	 publication	 and	
dissemination	of	its	results,	in	the	evaluation	of	
people,	 projects	 and	 publications,	 in	 the	
relationships	between	colleagues,	and	with	the	
concerned	institutes	and	funding	agencies	and,	

																																																													
1
 In	inglese:	Research	Integrity. 

CNR’s Research Integrity guidelines

PARTE	I	
CONDOTTE	CHE	PROMUOVONO	L’INTEGRITÀ	

NELLA	RICERCA	

PART	I	
CONDUCT	WHICH	PROMOTES	RESEARCH	

INTEGRITY	
Sono	 esempi	 di	 condotte	 eticamente	 e	
professionalmente	 corrette	 che	 sostengono,	
favoriscono	 e	 promuovono	 l’integrità	 nella	
ricerca	le	seguenti:	

Examples	of	ethically	and	professionally	correct	
conduct	which	supports,	favours	and	promotes	
research	integrity	include:	

A.	Nella	progettazione	e	pianificazione	della	
ricerca	

A. In	the	design	and	planning	of	research		
	

1.	 Concordare	gli	obiettivi	del	progetto:	gli	
obiettivi	e	gli	scopi	che	la	ricerca	si	prefigge,	
nonché	la	pianificazione	della	stessa	in	termini	
di	programmazione	e	previsioni	generali,	sono	
discussi	e	concordati	dai	ricercatori	prima	che	il	
progetto	 venga	 presentato	 a	 un	 ente	
finanziatore	e	comunque	prima	dell’avvio	delle	
attività.	 Chi	 abbia	 responsabilità	 di	
coordinamento	della	ricerca	discute	e	concorda	
con	 i	 partecipanti	 eventuali	 successive	
modifiche	in	modo	trasparente.	
2.	 Valutare	 la	 fattibilità,	 il	 potenziale	
impatto	e	le	implicazioni	etiche	del	progetto:	i	
ricercatori	e	le	istituzioni	di	ricerca	coinvolti	nel	
progetto	 ne	 valutano	 la	 concreta	 fattibilità	
nonché	i	profili	etici.	Ne	esaminano	inoltre	
responsabilmente	il	potenziale	impatto	sulle	
persone,	 sulla	 società	 e	 sulla	 biosfera,	
preferibilmente	dando	conto	di	tali	valutazioni	
nella	documentazione	del	progetto.			
3.	 Definire	i	ruoli	e	i	compiti	dei	ricercatori:	
i	 ruoli	 e	 gli	 specifici	 compiti	 dei	 singoli	
ricercatori	e	delle	istituzioni	di	ricerca	coinvolte	
nel	progetto	sono	definiti	con	chiarezza	e	in	
modo	equanime.	In	particolare,	il	ruolo	e	le	
funzioni	 del/dei	 referente/i	 scientifico/i	 del	
progetto	sono	formalizzati	prima	del	suo	avvio.	
4.	 Concordare	la	scelta,	le	procedure	e	gli	
incarichi	 di	 gestione	 delle	 fonti	 di	
finanziamento:	 la	 scelta	 delle	 fonti	 di	
finanziamento	e	le	procedure	per	gestire	i	fondi	
assegnati	 sono	stabilite	e	 rendicontate	con	
diligenza	e	in	modo	trasparente	e	condiviso,	
comprese	l’individuazione	del	designato	alla	
gestione	dei	fondi	e	la	specificazione	dei	limiti	

1.	 Agreeing	the	objectives	of	the	project.	
The	objectives	and	aims	of	the	research	project	
as	well	as	its	design	in	terms	of	planning	and	
main	 objectives	 should	 be	 discussed	 and	
agreed	 by	 researchers	 before	 these	 are	
submitted	to	a	funding	institution	and,	at	any	
rate,	before	research	activities	have	begun.	
Whosoever	is	responsible	for	coordinating	the	
research	 should	 discuss	 and	 agree	 any	
subsequent	modifications	with	participants	in	a	
transparent	manner.		
2.	 Evaluating	 the	 feasibility,	 potential	
impact	and	ethical	implications	of	the	project.	
The	 researchers	 and	 research	 institutes	
involved	should	evaluate	the	project’s	concrete	
feasibility	and	ethical	profile.	Furthermore,	they	
should	responsibly	evaluate	its	potential	impact	
on	 people,	 society	 and	 on	 the	 biosphere,	
preferably	giving	account	of	this	evaluation	in	
the	project	documentation.	
3.	 Defining	 the	 roles	 and	 tasks	 of	 the	
researchers.	The	roles	and	specific	tasks	of	the	
researchers	and	research	institutes	involved	in	
the	project	should	be	clearly	defined	in	an	
impartial	manner.	In	particular,	the	roles	and	
functions	 of	 the	 project’s	
representatives/scientists	should	be	formalised	
before	it	has	begun.		
4.	 Agreeing	the	choice	of,	the	procedures	
and	who	will	manage	and	who	provide	sources	
of	funding.	The	choice	of	the	sources	of	funding	
and	the	procedures	for	managing	allocated	
funds	 should	 be	 established	 and	 audited	
diligently	 and	 in	 a	 transparent	 and	 open	
manner	 including	 the	 identification	 of	 the	

gruppo	 di	 ricerca.	 I	 contenuti	 della	
comunicazione	 devono	 essere	 condivisi	 dal	
gruppo	e	includono	la	menzione	delle	istituzioni	
di	afferenza	dei	partecipanti,	dei	co-autori	di	
una	pubblicazione	o	dei	colleghi	coinvolti	nel	
progetto	 che	 viene	 illustrato.	 Le	 qualifiche	
professionali	sono	riferite	in	modo	veritiero	e	
non	 fuorviante,	 al	 fine	 di	 non	 indurre	
confusione	in	chi	fruisce	della	comunicazione.	

these	communications	must	be	shared	by	the	
group	 and	 should	 include	mention	 of	 the	
participants’	institutes,	the	co-authors	of	the	
publication,	 and	 colleagues	 involved	 in	 the	
project	 being	 described.	 Professional	
qualifications	should	be	reported	truthfully	and	
not	misleadingly	so	as	to	avoid	confusion	in	the	
communication’s	audience.	

PARTE	II	
CONDOTTE	LESIVE	DELL’INTEGRITÀ	NELLA	

RICERCA	

PART	Il	
CONDUCT	DAMAGING	TO	RESEARCH		INTEGRITY	

Le	condotte	eticamente	e	professionalmente	
scorrette7	 e	 le	 condotte	 discutibili	 e/o	
irresponsabili8	che	contrastano	con	l’integrità	
nella	 ricerca	 devono	 essere	 prevenute	 e/o	
sanzionate.	 Ferma	 restando	 l’eventuale	
rilevanza	civile	o	penale	dei	comportamenti	di	
seguito	descritti,	sono	esempi	di	tali	condotte:	

Ethical	 and	 professional	 misconduct9	 and	
questionable	 and/or	 irresponsible	 research	
practices10	which	are	in	conflict	with	research	
integrity	 should	 be	 prevented	 and/or	
sanctioned.	Leaving	aside	the	civil	or	penal	
aspects	of	the	behaviour	of	the	type	described	
below	the	following	represent	some	examples	
of	this	kind	of	conduct:			

A.	Nella	progettazione	e	pianificazione	della	
ricerca	

A.	In	the	design	and	planning	of	research	

CONDOTTE	SCORRETTE:	
	
1. Plagio:		

- Appropriarsi,	 intenzionalmente	 o	 per	
effetto	di	una	condotta	non	diligente,	di	
proposte	 progettuali	 altrui,	
presentandole	interamente	o	in	parte	a	
firma	 di	 una	 persona	 diversa	
dall’autore;		

- Tradurre	integralmente	o	in	parte	una	
proposta	 progettuale	 altrui,	 senza	
citarne	la	fonte;	

MISCONDUCT	
	
1. Plagiarism:	

- Appropriating,	 intentionally	 or	 as	 a	
result	 of	 negligence,	 the	 project	
proposals	 of	 others	 and	 presenting	
them,	in	their	entirety	or	partially,	as	
the	work	of	another	author;	

- Translating	entirely	or	in	part	someone	
else’s	project	proposal	without	citing	
the	source;	

- Appropriating,	 intentionally	 or	 as	 a	

																																																													
7	Per	condotta	scorretta	(in	inglese	Research	Misconduct)	si	 intende	un’intenzionale	e	grave	violazione	delle	norme	
deontologiche	su	cui	si	fonda	la	ricerca	scientifica.	
8	Le	Pratiche	discutibili	(in	inglese	Questionable	Research	Practices)	o	irresponsabili	(in	inglese	Irresponsible	Research	
Practices)	 sono,	 rispettivamente,	 comportamenti	 che	 possono	 o	 meno	 configurarsi	 come	 condotte	 scorrette	 a	
seconda	delle	circostanze	e	dell’atteggiamento	soggettivo	di	chi	le	realizza	e	comportamenti	indubitabilmente	lesivi	
del	progresso	morale	e	scientifico	nella	ricerca,	ma	non	identificati	con	forme	tipiche	di	condotte	scorrette. 
9
 By Research Misconduct we intend any intentional and serious violation of the deontological norms on which 

scientific research is based. 
10

 Questionable Research Practices or Irresponsible Research Practices, are respectively, behaviour which may 

or may not amount to misconduct according to the circumstances and the individual behaviour of those carrying 
it out, and behaviour incontestably damaging to the moral and scientific progress of research but which is not 

identified with typical forms of misconduct.  
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PARTE	I	
CONDOTTE	CHE	PROMUOVONO	L’INTEGRITÀ	

NELLA	RICERCA	

PART	I	
CONDUCT	WHICH	PROMOTES	RESEARCH	

INTEGRITY	
Sono	 esempi	 di	 condotte	 eticamente	 e	
professionalmente	 corrette	 che	 sostengono,	
favoriscono	 e	 promuovono	 l’integrità	 nella	
ricerca	le	seguenti:	

Examples	of	ethically	and	professionally	correct	
conduct	which	supports,	favours	and	promotes	
research	integrity	include:	

A.	Nella	progettazione	e	pianificazione	della	
ricerca	

A. In	the	design	and	planning	of	research		
	

1.	 Concordare	gli	obiettivi	del	progetto:	gli	
obiettivi	e	gli	scopi	che	la	ricerca	si	prefigge,	
nonché	la	pianificazione	della	stessa	in	termini	
di	programmazione	e	previsioni	generali,	sono	
discussi	e	concordati	dai	ricercatori	prima	che	il	
progetto	 venga	 presentato	 a	 un	 ente	
finanziatore	e	comunque	prima	dell’avvio	delle	
attività.	 Chi	 abbia	 responsabilità	 di	
coordinamento	della	ricerca	discute	e	concorda	
con	 i	 partecipanti	 eventuali	 successive	
modifiche	in	modo	trasparente.	
2.	 Valutare	 la	 fattibilità,	 il	 potenziale	
impatto	e	le	implicazioni	etiche	del	progetto:	i	
ricercatori	e	le	istituzioni	di	ricerca	coinvolti	nel	
progetto	 ne	 valutano	 la	 concreta	 fattibilità	
nonché	i	profili	etici.	Ne	esaminano	inoltre	
responsabilmente	il	potenziale	impatto	sulle	
persone,	 sulla	 società	 e	 sulla	 biosfera,	
preferibilmente	dando	conto	di	tali	valutazioni	
nella	documentazione	del	progetto.			
3.	 Definire	i	ruoli	e	i	compiti	dei	ricercatori:	
i	 ruoli	 e	 gli	 specifici	 compiti	 dei	 singoli	
ricercatori	e	delle	istituzioni	di	ricerca	coinvolte	
nel	progetto	sono	definiti	con	chiarezza	e	in	
modo	equanime.	In	particolare,	il	ruolo	e	le	
funzioni	 del/dei	 referente/i	 scientifico/i	 del	
progetto	sono	formalizzati	prima	del	suo	avvio.	
4.	 Concordare	la	scelta,	le	procedure	e	gli	
incarichi	 di	 gestione	 delle	 fonti	 di	
finanziamento:	 la	 scelta	 delle	 fonti	 di	
finanziamento	e	le	procedure	per	gestire	i	fondi	
assegnati	 sono	 stabilite	 e	 rendicontate	 con	
diligenza	e	in	modo	trasparente	e	condiviso,	
comprese	l’individuazione	del	designato	alla	
gestione	dei	fondi	e	la	specificazione	dei	limiti	

1.	 Agreeing	the	objectives	of	the	project.	
The	objectives	and	aims	of	the	research	project	
as	well	as	its	design	in	terms	of	planning	and	
main	 objectives	 should	 be	 discussed	 and	
agreed	 by	 researchers	 before	 these	 are	
submitted	to	a	funding	institution	and,	at	any	
rate,	before	research	activities	have	begun.	
Whosoever	is	responsible	for	coordinating	the	
research	 should	 discuss	 and	 agree	 any	
subsequent	modifications	with	participants	in	a	
transparent	manner.		
2.	 Evaluating	 the	 feasibility,	 potential	
impact	and	ethical	implications	of	the	project.	
The	 researchers	 and	 research	 institutes	
involved	should	evaluate	the	project’s	concrete	
feasibility	and	ethical	profile.	Furthermore,	they	
should	responsibly	evaluate	its	potential	impact	
on	 people,	 society	 and	 on	 the	 biosphere,	
preferably	giving	account	of	this	evaluation	in	
the	project	documentation.	
3.	 Defining	 the	 roles	 and	 tasks	 of	 the	
researchers.	The	roles	and	specific	tasks	of	the	
researchers	and	research	institutes	involved	in	
the	project	should	be	clearly	defined	in	an	
impartial	manner.	In	particular,	the	roles	and	
functions	 of	 the	 project’s	
representatives/scientists	should	be	formalised	
before	it	has	begun.		
4.	 Agreeing	the	choice	of,	the	procedures	
and	who	will	manage	and	who	provide	sources	
of	funding.	The	choice	of	the	sources	of	funding	
and	the	procedures	for	managing	allocated	
funds	 should	 be	 established	 and	 audited	
diligently	 and	 in	 a	 transparent	 and	 open	
manner	 including	 the	 identification	 of	 the	



D.	Nelle	fasi	di	valutazione	di	persone,	progetti	
o	pubblicazioni	

D.	In	the	evaluation	phase	of	people,	projects	
and	publications	

CONDOTTE	SCORRETTE:	
	
1. Incuria	e	abuso	nello	svolgimento	del	

ruolo	 di	 revisore	 o	 di	
responsabile/direttore	di	un	gruppo	di	
ricerca:		

- Pubblicare	come	propri	o	utilizzare	in	
ogni	 altro	 modo	 senza	 il	 permesso	
esplicito	dell’autore	testi	dei	quali	si	è	
acquisita	 la	disponibilità	 in	 virtù	del	
proprio	 ruolo	 di	 revisore	 o	 di	
responsabile/direttore	di	un	gruppo	di	
ricerca;	

- Emettere	giudizi	gravemente	erronei	o	
del	tutto	falsi	o	sbilanciati	al	fine	di	
ottenere	un	vantaggio	per	se	stessi	o	
per	terzi;	

- Impedire	 ingiustamente	 o	 rallentare	
intenzionalmente	la	pubblicazione	di	un	
lavoro	 altrui	 al	 fine	 di	 ottenere	 un	
vantaggio	 professionale,	 materiale	 o	
personale	per	se	stessi	o	per	terzi;	

- Infrangere	 l’obbligo	 di	 riservatezza	
verso	terzi,	tranne	nel	caso	in	cui	il	
lavoro	sottoposto	a	revisione	paritaria	
desti	il	sospetto	di	condotta	scorretta	o	
di	altra	infrazione.	

	
2. Incuria	e	abuso	nello	svolgimento	del	

ruolo	di	editore:	

- Selezionare	i	revisori	delle	pubblicazioni	
in	base	a	criteri	diversi	dalla	comprovata	
competenza;	

- Non	valutare	con	le	dovute	attenzione,	
obiettività	ed	equità	le	dichiarazioni	di	
conflitti	di	interesse;	

- Non	interpretare	in	modo	imparziale	e	
trasparente	le	verifiche	effettuate	sulle	
pubblicazioni	 al	 fine	 di	 rinvenire	
eventuali	casi	di	plagio,	falsificazione	o	
fabbricazione	di	dati;	

- Non	 gestire	 in	 modo	 imparziale	 e	

RESEARCH	MISCONDUCT	

	
1. Negligence	or	abuse	of	the	role	of	peer-

reviewer	or	leader/director	of	a	
research	group:		

- Publishing	as	your	own	or	in	any	other	
way	 utilising,	 without	 the	 express	
permission	of	the	author,	texts	which	
have	 come	 into	 your	 possession	 by	
virtue	of	one’s	role	as	a	peer-reviewer	
or	 as	 leader/director	 of	 a	 research	
group;	

- Issuing	 seriously	 erroneous,	 false	 or	
biased	 judgements	 with	 the	 aim	 of	
obtaining	an	advantage	for	yourself	or	a	
third	party;	

- Hindering	 unjustly	 or	 delaying	
intentionally	the	publication	of	other	
peoples’	work	with	the	aim	of	obtaining	
professional	 advantage,	 material	 or	
personal,	for	oneself	or	a	third	party;	

- 	Infringing	the	duty	of	confidentiality	to	
third	parties	in	all	cases	except	that	in	
which	 the	 work	 which	 has	 been	
submitted	to	peer	review	arouses	the	
suspicion	 of	 research	 misconduct	 or	
other	infractions.	
	

2. Negligence	or	abuse	in	carrying	out	the	
role	of	publisher:	

- Choosing	 peer-reviewers	 for	
publications	 on	 the	 basis	 of	 criteria	
other	than	proven	competence;	

- Not	 evaluating	 with	 the	 required	
attention,	objectivity	and	fairness	the	
declaration	of	conflicts	of	interest;	

- Not	 interpreting	 impartially	 and	
transparently	 the	 results	 of	 checks	
effected	on	a	publication	with	the	aim	
of	discovering	any	eventual	cases	of	
plagiarism,	falsification	and	fabrication	
of	data;	

- Formulare	intenzionalmente	un’accusa	
infondata	di	condotta	scorretta	anche	al	
fine	di	ottenere	un	beneficio	per	sé	o	
per	altri	o	di	arrecare	danno	a	terzi;		

- Tentare	 di	 confondere	 o	 ostacolare	
indagini	 su	sospetti	casi	di	condotta	
scorretta	nella	ricerca;	

- Iniziare,	incitare	o	favorire	rappresaglie	
e	ritorsioni	nei	confronti	di	coloro	che	
hanno	 segnalato	 illeciti	 ed	
eventualmente	 di	 componenti	 di	
commissioni/comitati	 deputati	 ad	
accertare/valutare	 sospetti	 casi	 di	
condotta	scorretta	nella	ricerca;	

- Violare	intenzionalmente	le	procedure	
d’indagine	 stabilite	 dalla	 propria	
istituzione	di	afferenza.	

	
4. Uso	non	trasparente	o	inappropriato	dei	

fondi	di	ricerca:	

- Utilizzare	i	fondi	di	ricerca	in	modo	non	
trasparente,	non	pertinente	o	con	grave	
negligenza;	

- Utilizzare	i	fondi	destinati	alla	ricerca	in	
violazione	 delle	 procedure	 o	 senza	
opportuna	rendicontazione.	

	
5. Incuria	e	abuso	del	proprio	ruolo:	

- Abusare	del	proprio	ruolo,	posizione	e	
influenza	per	ottenere	indebiti	vantaggi,	
beni	e	favori	per	se	stessi	o	per	terzi	
oppure	 per	 danneggiare	 colleghi,	
collaboratori	o	competitori.	

parties;	

- Attempting	 to	 confuse	 or	 hinder	
investigations	into	suspected	cases	of	
research	misconduct;	

- Initiating,	inciting	or	favouring	reprisals	
and	retribution	against	those	who	have	
signalled	 wrongdoing	 or	 against	
members	of	commission	or	committees	
deputed	to	ascertain	or	evaluate	cases	
of	suspected	research	misconduct;	

- Intentionally	violating	the	investigative	
procedure	established	by	the	institute	
concerned.	
	

4. Non-transparent	or	inappropriate	use	of	
research	funds:	

- Using	 research	 funds	 in	 a	 non-
transparent	or	inappropriate	manner	or	
with	serious	negligence;		

- Using	 research	 funds	 in	 violation	 of	
procedures	 and	 without	 proper	
accountability.	
	

5. Negligence	or	abuse	of	one’s	position:	

- Abusing	one’s	position	and	influence	to	
obtain	undeserved	advantages,	goods	
and	favours	 for	oneself	or	 for	 third	
parties	 or	 to	 damage	 colleagues,	
collaborators	and	rivals.	

PRATICHE	DISCUTIBILI	E/O	IRRESPONSABILI:	

- Ostacolare,	 rallentare,	 o	 sabotare	
indirettamente	e	involontariamente	il	
lavoro	dei	colleghi	attraverso	la	non-
condivisione	 protratta	 oltre	 i	 limiti	
professionalmente	 e	 scientificamente	
giustificabili,	di	dati,	metodi,	 risultati	
negativi	di	esperimenti,	informazioni	su	
errori	metodologici	o	di	altro	tipo;		

- Manifestare	incuria	nello	svolgimento	
del	 proprio	 ruolo	 di	

QUESTIONABLE	AND/OR	IRRESPONSIBLE	PRACTICES	

- Hindering,	 delaying	 or	 sabotaging	
indirectly	and	involuntarily	the	work	of	
colleagues	through	the	protracted	non-
sharing,	 beyond	 any	 reasonable	
professional	or	scientifically	justifiable	
limit,	 of	 data,	 methods,	 negative	
experimental	 results,	 information	 on	
methodological	errors	or	errors	of	other	
types;	

- Showing	negligence	in	the	conduct	of	

[…]



Philosophy of guidelines
• beyond FFP, and even beyond just a QRP category
• beyond strictly precedural/legal/CNR issues
• offer researchers in Italy clear information about what the 

international community…
– recommends in terms of good research practices
– recognizes as forms of misconduct

• Challenges: e.g. « whistleblower » does not exist in Italian!

• So far, six allegations examined
– ALL raised ethical issues well within the ’light-gray area’
– relationships with colleagues, competitors, subordinates…



The ultimate challenge?
Responses of 14 authors of “honest retractions”, 

NL, UK and Scandinavian countries

Policies are beneficial, but 
do researchers even know these exist?


